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Players Represent Billions of People in World Game
By Clementina Cupi/lari
"Experience the World" get
involved. You can make a difference. This was the general attitude
created by the World Game which
was held on April 18 in D'Angola
Gym.
The major purpose of the game
is to try to expose people to the
problems of the world such as
famine or poverty. "Our goal is to
disseminate information that is

important to solving the problems
of the world. The hope is that if
enough people are aware of the
problems that exist more solutions
will occur," stated Charles Dingle,
program coordinator for World
Games Projects. •
The game gives a broad picture
of the world where statistics "come
alive" instead of being just numbers on a page.
The idea for the World Game

eminated from Buckminister Fuller
who is most famous for inventing
the Geodesic Dome. The World
Game was proposed for the inside
of the U.S. exhibit of 1967. However, the idea was rejected by the
U.S. Agency. Mr. Fuller was determined and began World Game
Workshops in 1969. Since then,
the workshops have been presented
to the United States Congress, World
Future Society, U.S. State Depart-

Students represented regions from around the world trying to adlleve International harmony In the World
Game.
..,._ .• 1'111•

Class Officer Elections
By Eddie Donohue
Class Officer elections were held on Tuesday, April 25. The results were as follows:

Class of 1990
President - Corine Christian
Vice-President - Jeff Carroll
Secretary - Renee Buda
Class Representatives-- Renee Buda, Jeff Carroll, Jerilyn Fortsch, Cathy Redner

Class of 1991
President - Carrie Delia
Vice-President - Alexis Chung
Treasurer - Joyce Green
Secretary- Donna Mulner
Class Representatives - Alexis Chung, Danielle Dicken, Melissa Y~ng,
Joyce Green, Annemaria McDaniel, John Williams, Frank Durkin

Class of 1992
President - John R. Louhier
Vice-President - Debbie Herr
Treasurer - Pam Modugno
Representatives - Marcus Bentlely, Michael Czekajlo,
Debbie Herr, Pam Modugno

ment as well as schools and universities worldwide. The World
Game has been very successful
and each year the demand to schedu le the workshop steadily increases.
To give you an idea of the scale
ratio of the map, a human foot
would be approximately 3,000
miles long. The players became
the game pieces. Each person
represented 100 billion people.
These players were given such props
as food, energy, monies, resources,
labor, goodwill and animosity
certificates.
When entering the gym the
participants were given cards that
specified their playing positions
for the game. Once the regions
had been determined the players
were asked how much food or
energy was needed to adequately
support its people given the information from the props. The estimations were then written on a
grid.
The object of the game is to
meet the needs of the region. The
players have three rounds to successfully meet their goals. Thi scan
be done by trading assests or buying education. All the countries
that meet their desired goal sent a
~~
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actual world statistics are shown
on the grid. Many of the participants came very close in estimations.
At one point Charles walked
out on the map with an orange
bingo chip in his hand. This chip
represented the destruction that
one nuclear weapon would cause.
He dropped the chip on the map
and within seconds New Jersey
had disappeared. Everyone was
then told that approximately 50,000
nuclear weapons had been built
around the world. All the players
were cleared off the map as a
demonstration of destruction began.
The people from the world
games, and myself induded, all
became mad bombers. We began
dropping a few bombs randomly
on unsuspecting continents. Soon
the amount of bombs increased
until the continents completely
vanished under an ominous orange glow ... complete silence!
A tape was then played of John
L.ennon"s "Imagine." Eveiyone that
attended the World Game began
cleaning up the nuclear waste
ahnost instantly and spontaneously

without being asked.
The game projected an image
of a community. Everyone got
involved and participated in the
events of the day. There was a
spirit of hope and eagerness in the
crowd. The game made solutions
for world problems seem more
feasible.
Dr. Wheeler, directorof Global
Studies said this was the first time
the World game had come to Kean.
'We're hoping to have the experience repeated for the Freshman
Seminar classes next year. I believe that such games would create a community spirit for the students which teaches students to
communicate and cooperate with
others.
Dr. Wheeler enjoyed the use of
the props as well as how the workshop was conducted. However,
he had ideas of imprwing the game.
Dr. Wheeler suggested organizing
small groups to meet after the game
to try and talk about the problems
oftheworld. 'Whenwe'rewilling
to talk we can be more helpful
only then can we grow as individuals."
Taras, a design student who
olaved the part of the Gld>al Media,

'-'n-.-11-lllllp,. .,_.......,.
"I

situations d the world; however,
it wasn't what I expected. I would
have liked to see the workshop
conducted with perhaps a more
serious approach. I thought the
program was too playful. It seemed
the workshop was geared towards
children and not college students.
If I had the chance to change the
World Game, Iwould use lectures
or projection overlays to make the
problems of the world seem more
realistic."
Although everyone seemed to
learn something from the experience, the general concensus leaned
towards more instruction before
the game. The idea was suggested
to have the world statistics shown
jn Vle begiMing of the game. This
would aUow the players to use the
information as a guide.
"The game helps make people
understand the statistics of other
countries. This is important and I
feel such games can only be beneficial. I thought the game needed
more instructions. The rules were
too vague and confusing. kl the
beginning no one really knew what
to do or what props were needed

(Continued on Page 3)
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by Eddie Donohue
The South Plainfield Junior
Baseball Club was able to hold its
April 22 Opening Day with the
help of Sigma Theta Chi's work on
sprucing up the fields as well as
the bleachers and the clubhouse.
The fraternity spent the afternoon of Saturday April eighth raking the infields; cutting the grass in
the outfields; hanging ad signs;
and painting the bleachers, dugouts, fences, bathrooms and the
clubhouse.
The frat's volunteer community service project was under the
supervision of baseball commissioner Phil Aiello and involved
work on five baseball fields.

l
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Sigma Theta Chi Fraternity did maintenance work for five baseball
fields used by the South Plainfield Junior Baseball Club. llftatoo:ut#yof. . .
11-Chl

What's Going On • • •
Campus Calendar
Thursday, April 27, 1989
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Lambda Chi Rho
Friday, April 28, 1989
All Day
All Day
3:00 pm - 10:00 pm
9:00 am - 8:00 pm

Caps & Gowns
Springfest Carnival
Student Organ ization
Hispani ~ Festival Picnic

Room B
Browsing Room
VE Parking Lot
Alumni Lounge
Behind Library

Saturday, April 29, 1989
Browsing Room
All Day
Caps & Gowns
VE Parking Lot
All Day
Springfest Carnival
CC Cafeteria
7:00 pm - 2:00 am
Hispanic Festival Dance
DR 1,2,3, Rm A
8:30 am - 2:30 pm
Basic Skills Testing
Sunday, April 30, 1989
All Day
All Day
2:30 pm - 7:00 pm
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm

Caps & Gowns
Springfest Carnival
I.F.M.
Sea Calm Ministries
Catholic Mass
Commuter Club

Monday, May 1, 1989
All Day
Caps & Gowns
9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Rain Date
Hisp. Fest. Picnic
10:00 am - 1:00 pm M.A.T. Testing
5:00 pm - 11 :00 pm 1st Annual
G.C.C. Awards Dinner
Tuesday, May 2, 1989
All Day
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm

1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
. 1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
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Caps & Gowns
Holocaust Lecture
Nu Theta Chi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Phi
Sigma Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Criminal Justice Club
Zeta Delta Pi
G.C.C.
J.S.U.
I.S.A.
S.C.S.C.
Chinese Culture Club
AMA Marketing Club
Commuter Club
S.A.M.

I.V.C.F.
Day Care Center
Phi Beta Sigma
Pre-Law Club
A.C.M.
Alpha Kappa Psi

Wednesday, May 3, 1989
All Day
Caps & Gowns
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm Mid-Day Jazz Live
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm S.C.S.C.
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm AMA Marketing Club
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm I.V.C.F.
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm Peace Center
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm Criminal Justice Club
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Lambda Theta Alpha
7:00 pm - 1 1:00 pm Rho Sigma Ch i
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm Sigma Beta Tau
8:00 pm
Kean College Choir

Browsing Room
VE Parking Lot
Alumni Lounge
DR2&3
RoomB
Room A
Browsing Room
(Behind Library)
Room B
D.R. 2,3

Browsing Room
Wilkins Theatre
D.R. #2
Room A
D.R.#3
Room B
Alumni Lounge
J-204B
B-2088
8-123

T-207
J-138

J-136
J-203
J-140
J-142
W-300
Freshman Center
W-411

J-135
CSS-108
J-204A
J-303
T-212
J-304

Browsing Room
Sloan Lounge
J-140
W-300
J-135
J-138
J-1 39
D.R. #3
Room B
Room A
Wilkins Theatre

Co-op Jobs . . :_ Academic Credit,
Salary, Work Experience
Job #2053- Writer Interns - P/f & F/f - Immediate Openings,
Flexible Hrs., Salary: $6 - $8.00/hr.
Job #2052-Asst. in Dev. Applications Programs, P/f, 3 days/
week preferred, Salary: $9.25 - $10.90
Job #2051 - Criminal Justice & Social Science Majors, P/f Salary.; $7.00/Hr.
Job #2050 - Marketing Intern, F/f - P/f, Fluent Chinese
Language Required, Salary: Open
Job #i049 - Management .Trainee - P/f & F/f - Flexible Hours
Salary: $7.00/hr. .
Job #2048-Accounting Analyst- F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/hr.
Job #2047 - Cost Analyst - F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/hr.
Job #2046 - budget An alyst - F/f - 37.5 hrs. Salary: $1 0/'hr.
Job#2045-Associate Underwriter- F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/
hr. ·
Job #2044 - Financi_al Auditor - F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/Hr. 1) Job #2043 - Market Research Coder - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible,
Salary: $5.00/Hr.
2) Job #2042 - Staff positions- P/f - 15-20 Hrs. - Health Recreation
Majors, Salary: Open
3) Job #2041 - Production Coordinator Assistant, P/f - 15/20 Hrs.
Flexible, Salary: Open
4) Job #2040 - Programmer - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible, Computer
Science Major, Salary: $7.00/Hr.
5) Job #2039 - Market Research Assistant - P/f, Flexible Hrs.,
Salary: $5.00 - $8.00/Hr. depending on experience.
6) Job #2038 - To Assist Scientist, P/f & F/f - 20 Hrs. & 40 Hrs.
Salary: $400/wk.
·

The Freshman Center

Damned If You Do, Damned If You Don't ...
By Gay Lumsden
Freshman Center
He: What are you doing Saturday night?
She: No plans. D'you want to
come over to my place?
He: I've got a date.
. ZAP ... he got her. He offered
the bait, and she bit. Now what? If
she proceeds on good faith (silly
girl) it might go:
She: Oh .. .I forgot.• .so do I..
How about Sunday?
He: Naw, I've got a lot of work
to do.
ZAP againl No matter which
way she answers, she loses.
Here's another onei
She: You never want to spend a
quiet evening with me ...
He:Yes,ldo. Howaboutdoing
that tonight?
She: You don't mean it You' re
only saying it because I forced you
to...
ZAP ... she got him. Get ready,
get set, go. He can't win.

Or how about this one:
Mom: If you loved me at all,
you'd want to go to the mountains
for once instead of the shore ...
pad: All right, all right! I can
do without the ocean th is year.
Let's go to your mountains. Okay?
Mom: No, no, never mind.
You're the breadwinner, after all.
I'm just the wife. We'll go to the
shore.
ZAPI ... Shegothim. lfheinsists
on the mountains, he's insincere;
if they go to the shore, he's a
selfish brute. Either way, she's a
martyr and he's a jerk.
OR:
Boss: I wish , someone would
show a little initiative around here. ..
You: Say, did you notice the
way I rearranged that snuffledoit
display?
Boss: How dare you do anything like that without my orders?
ZAP! Gotcha!
These are classic double-binds
messages in which one person traps

the other with a set of no-win
response possibilities. It's a daimed
if you <Wdarmed if you don't game.
Why do people do it? Probably
they grew up that way, in a doublebind family. Perhaps they need the
sense . of control it gives
them ...certainly it protects them
from disclosing their feelings honestly. Honest dialogue, after all ,
entails a certain amount of risk.
The double-bind keeps control in
the hands of the one who's using
it.
I'd bet my last dollar that everyone who reads this column has
been the victim of double-bind
messages and that many of you
live with them in your relationships. You may even use doublebind messages yourself.
How do you feel when someone's put you in that situation?
And what do you do about it?Tune
in next week, same place, same
paper. We'll explore some of those
questions.

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie:
I'm feeling a little scared . I have
been in a relationship for about a
year now. Up until recently, this
relationship was the happiest, most
stable thing in my life. We spent so
much time together pursuing our
mutual interests in music, movies,
and running. I mean, we were
close, and I thought this was THE
one for me. Lately, however, we've
been tied up in different classes,
jobs, and papers, that we haven't
had time to even go to a movie. I
am afraid we' removing away from
each other. Can you offer advice?
Hangin' On

Dear Hangin' On,
Advice? Talk- with your boyfriend do it today. Much of what
you are anxious about could be

your imagination, but you' ll never
know unless you talk it out. And if
what is happening is real, the way
to resolution and closeness is open,
non-defensive, loving communication.
Within a long-term relationship
like yours, there must be growth
and changes. This is inevitable.
However, this growth isn't always
of the ''warm and fuzzy" variety.
Sometimes it comes as the result
of struggle, inner pain, and a reaching forward. It seems that your
relationship is changing as your
lives take a different turn.

The interests and communication that brought you together are
still there, but right now they're
taking a back seat to the other
responsibilities in your lives. It
sounds as if you two need to put

fo rth the same effort and passion
as you did six or eight months ago.
Sure, it'll be difficult trying to
juggle your classes, jobs, and
studies with time away together.
But you can work it out. You both
have grown and matured, so has
your relationship. As you stay together there will be many transi itions and changes. Maintaining
your commitment to communicate and spending time together
will help you weather the transitions without a drifting apart.
The Counseling Center is here
for you. Just call 527-2082 for a
confidential interview appointment
Our hours are 9 am to 5 pm daily.
And we're located in the Bookstore building right across from the
library.

"Career For A Day"
Tired of just reading or studying about a Career? Would you like "real" exposure to a job,
occupation, or career you have been thinking or dreaming about?
H you answered yes to both these questions, you may be interested in the Office of Career Services
Centers" Career for A Day" Program which places you in real life work situations. Work side by
side with an alumnus of Kean Colelge who is employed in a job or career you may be interested
in. What better way to learn about the "realities" of a Profession than to actually spend a day on
the job. Become familiar with the "Total" job. Its work enrironment, company policies and procedures, office politics, and other aspects that may not be covered in a classroom or textbook
description.

H you would like more information about "Career For A Day", please contact Judith A. Vitolo,
Career Services Center at 201-527-2040.

Any alumni interested in served as "Hosts" should contact Judith A. Vitolo, Director of Career
Services Center at 201-527-2040.

Residents Association
Elections·Today
Outside of Dougall Hall
Come Vote
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World Game

Campus Life --•Compiled by the Independent Staff _ __

(Continued from Page 1)

by the regions to survive. I was
part of Europe during the game.
Since we began the game with so
many props, we thought we had
an over-abundance of resources,
we began giving most of them
away without realizing we needed
all these props for ourselves.
"I think if the actual world sta-

tistics were given prior to the game
we would've been able to come
up with a more appropriate plan of
action," stated student Rob SL
Jacques.
The event was sponsored by
Dr. Wheeler, Dr. Burtt, The International Students Association,
Student Org, The Freshman Center, General Education and Philosophy departments.

Automotive Hall of Fame, Inc.
Scholarships & Resume Bank Applications
Scholars with a 3.25 c ·P A may a pply. Musf have
sincere interest in Automotive Industry.
Hall of Fame Resume Bank
Persons with 2.8 GPA or above may apply.
Resumes of qualified persons are made available,
upon request, to interested automotive
employers.
Applications available in Financial Aid Office for
this and other scholarships as well.

College Students:
FUNDS

-Is this a park in Newark? No, wait! Maybe it's Brooklyn. I know, it's the Hudson
County dump .... Huh, it's Kean College? Well, the people who go there must
really care about their surroundings They're really keeping it up wonderfully.

,.,,.,., by Lourdes c.,iz-

.

3RD ANNUAL LIP SYNC CONTEST
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
NOW
INTHE
FRESHMAN CENTER
AND STUDENT
ORG. CC-128
DUE MAY 3, 1989

are now available for your
EDUCATION
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING
Scholarships*, Fellowships*, Grants*
YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
regardless of financial status or academic performance.
•

:OR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

. ·~-- ~ ~!J 1-800-283-8328
Wi'~;f~

A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION
*These funds DO NOT require reimbursement
~

,ACADEMIC FINANCIAL ADVISORY PROGRAM

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH I.D. & AD
Make an appointment with Ken, Debbie or Nelia

GARY OLDMAN KEVIN BACON

A killer is back on the streets.
The only one who can stop him
is the lawyer who set him free.

If not, call us.
A professional appearance can give you
the winning edge.
Hair Designs
For Men
and Women

JOHN DAlY.DfRfK GIBSON ~ H™DAl[ fllM CORPORATION ,NORTHWOOD PRODUCTION
&4RY OlDMAN •KfVIN BACON (RIMINAl lAW
HARPfR •KAR[N YOUNG . JO[ DON BAKfR ~ J[RRY GOlDSMITH : PHILIP M[HfUX, B.S.C.
BlaCHRIS WIMBl[ c~ KfN GORD : JOHN DAlY. DmK GIBSON ~:MARK KASDAN ~ ROB[RT MAclfAN . HllARY HfATH
R _-•-n•
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Letters
Press Should Address Jughandle

A Spring Poem
A school year come, now almost gone,
So many of us will be moving on.
Yet some will be returning next year,
In the shadow of Housing, we will live in fear.
With the future of Rogers looking dim,
Burch parties will soon be filled to
the rim.
The vandals will have a field day,
you know,
In a building with drunken overflow.
The problem is not students
getting faced,
It's that they are cramped in too
smal I a space.
So open the buildings from dry to wet,
And see all the positive response
you'll get.
Students should do their part as well,
By keeping the campus from looking like hell.
Garbage cans are there to be used,
Stop the grounds from being abused.
The Quad is always fun in the middle of the
night,
With the campus police well out of sight.

Glass and bottles from windows are thrown,
Making the campus a place I'd like to call
home.
'well, I do call it home, and I'm sad
to say,
With happenings like this, I'd rather move
away.
Do you like to live in a place that's a zoo,
Where everyo'ne complains that there is
nothing to do.
These problems can be solved with help from
us all,
If we all show a little more concern next fall.
There is plenty to do if you 're bored, you
know,
Keep an ear out for events, go to a show.
Respect other's rights to be living here too,
The college is for all of us, not just for you .
Don 't smash glass in the Quad at night,
You' ll just show you 're a loser with no insight.
Throw your trash in the can, not around,
Then, maybe, we' 11 be able to
completely see the ground.
As for the dorm's recent policy plights,
This is college, not pre-school, give us our
rights!

Dear Editor,
Probably one of the most important issues on campus is the socalled "Jug Handle.• Why has the
Independent remained silent about
this? Do you favor less parking
space? Do you want a public highway on campus? Do you want

more traffic, more pollution and
noise? Do you believe that the estimated 1800 employeess at the
Corporate Center are more important than the 13,000 students, faculty, administrators and college
support personnel? It is a fact that
this proposal would be laughed

out of existence if it had been
advanced by anyone other than a
member of the Board of Trustees.
Where in the annals of college history has a Board of Trustees failed
to protect college property? Now
for the first time it is occurring at
Kean.
Alvin Levine

Indy Opinions Out of Place
Dear Editor,
I am the first person who will
criticize you if you are wrong and
stand up for you if you are right. As
far as recent articles in the paper
are concerned -- there were some
mistakes -- an opinion article that
appeared on the front page of the
Indy about the candidates speeches.
The writer criticized Mr. Davila

and praised Mr. Green, both running for vice-president of Student
Org. I was not surpised that you
would favor Mr. Green because
you have a good working relationship with him. I was surprised that
you endorsed a vice-presidential
candidate because a direct conflictof interest is there, despite Mr.
Green and Mr. Greenberg were

not involved in the decision to
endorse. I feel that both were unfair to the other candidate. In the
future, should this ever arise again,
stay out of the race. This year's
election was the worst fiasco I
have ever seen since I've been at
Kean.

June Gazek
Eledion Committee Member

Wet/Dry Policy Unfair To All
Dear Editor,
As a student leader I feel compelled again this year to address
the controversial wet/dry dorm
issue. Last year, when this was first
discussed itwasdecidedthatalcohol would only be permitted in
Burch and Rogers Halls. This was
viewed as a somewhat acceptable
compromise since most 21 year
olds already lived in those two
buildings.
It must be kept in mind that th is
past year was classed as a "phase
in" period and by Fall 1989 no
underage residents would be living in either Rogers or Burch Hall.
Recently, statistics Y/~ obtained

live with their friends and now
have to search among the empty
spaces remaining to have a place
to live?
As responsible leaders, we
understand that underage people
should be restricted from living in
a wet building and recognize that
is not an easy task to accomplish.
However, the students should not
be submitted to any unnecessary
inconveniences. I have proposed
that all 21 's who wish to live in a
wet dorm be given priority during
sign-ups. This would simplify and
effectively give access to all legal
drinkers who wish to live in a wet

zone, while simultaneously giving
all other students the guarantee
that they will move into the apartments they signed up for come
September. Plus the Administration would have an accurate record of 21 's and the demand for
these apartments.
I feel this is an equitable solution to this necessary transition.
Some of the Administration agrees
and others must not because no
action is taking place. If you feel
you're being treated unfairly, stand
up and be heard. The rights you
lose may be your own.
Ed Slater

that showed slightly over 300 resi-

dents on campus which will be of
legal drinking age as of September
1, 1989. Since each apartment
building in question holds a maximum of 230 residents excluding
housing staff, it was obvious to the
administration that two wet bu i Idings would not be filled to capacity.
Then the controversy began,
the administration wanted another
dry building and the students didn't
Throughout meetings with Student
Org., Residents Association, and
Resident Assistants, it was decided
that although two full bu ild ings
would not be needed, we must
accommodate all those of legal
drinking age who wished to live in
a wet dorm. Even if it means zoning
areas of buildings or floors. In other
words, housing is going to sati sfy
the needs of every 21 year old
resident. Sounds fair enough, right?
Well here comes the twist, residents who are 21 and Iive in any of
the dry dorms this year and w ish to
move to a wet dorm, have to wait
unti I the very last day of si gn ups to
reserve a room. It is a known fact
to anyone that has lived here
before, that by the last day of signups the re 's not an avai lable a partment a ro und . But for argument's
sake, let's say there a re a few
apartmentsamongtheother bu ildings once Burch has been filled.
Obviou sly, the 21 's can't move
into these apartments because they
would be scattered and impossible to supervise.
According to the Housing office, at this point they w ill sift
through the build ing rosters and
locate the heaviest population of
21 'sin a non-21 build ing, relocate
the underage in that area to the
scattered apartments among the
other buildings, move in the 21 's
and POOF it's a wet zone. 3ut
wait a minute, didn't the majority
of the students in that wet zone
sign up for a dry area of their own
free will? What about all those
underage people who struggled to

Please submit all Letters to The Editor in CC 119.
All submissions must be typed, double-spaced and
accompanied by a name and phone#. Name will be
withheld upon request. Phone # must be included
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Commentary
Keen on Kean

By Manny Cantor

Born in the U.S.A.

This coming Monday will be
May 1. In many countries it is a
national holiday. In dozens of .
capitals around the world it will b'e
marked by parades and festivals.
. Most Americans believe it is of
' Communist or Socialist origin. You
may be surprised to learn that May
Day was born in the U.S.A.
You may also think the 8-hour
work day was a product of benevolent government or enlightened employers. Truth is, it was
won only after years of bitter, often
bloody, struggle, begun in the
U.S.A., and out of which May Day
came into being.
At the beginning of the 19th
century, workers in the United States
labored from sunrise to sunset,
from dawn to dark, from "can" to
"can't.• A workday of 14, 16 or
even 18 hours was not uncommon. The first trade union in the
world, the Machinists Union of
Philadelphia, went on strike in 1827
for the 10-hour workday. The
National Labor Union, founded in
1866, was led byW)lliamSylvis of
the Molders Union, the outstanding labor leader of his day. At its
founding convention in August,
1866, a resolution was adopted for
the 8-hour workday. In September, 1866, the Geneva Congress of
the First International raised the
same demand. The First International movedtoNewYorkin 1872.
It disbanded in 1876.
The Federation of Organized
Trades and labor Unions of the

can labor movement, get scant attention in our educational system,
on all levels. That's easily understandable, in view of the vastly
superior power of industry to influence curriculum content. The
.ups and downs ofthe trade unions
in the United States in the 20th
century are somewhat more familiar. A few old-timers, our parents
and grandparents, may still be
around to tell the tale. By and
large, the American people, the
young in particular, acceptthedistorted image of trade unions that
the press and television offer them.
The emphasis is on corruption
among the leaders, on supposedly
exhorbitant demands in ·negotia-

Uni,ed States and Canada, later

thing she had to say about anyone

known as the American Federation of Labor (AFL), at its 4th convention resolved on October 7,

1884 that "eight hours shall constitute a legal day's labor" from May
1, 1886 on. Preparations began for
a national strike, to enforce that
demand, to take place on May 1,
1886. The 1870's was a period of
big, militant and bloody strikes in
the United States. In 1875, 1 O
miners, members of the Molly
Maguires as theirorganization was
often called, were railroaded to
the gallows by the coal barons
who controlled that state of Pennsylvania. In 1877 there were big
strikes in the railroad and steel
industries.
Chicago was the main center
for the May 1st, 1886, strike for the
8-hourday. On May 3 theChciago
police made a brutal attack on a
meeting of striking workers at the
McCormack Reaper Works. Six
workers were killed, many
wounded. On May 4 a protest
meeting was held at Haymarket
Square. It was nearly over when
the police attacked. A bomb was
thrown by persons unknown, killing a police sergeant. In the ensuing riot seven policemen and four
workers died. Four Chicago labor
leaders, Parsons, Spies, Fischer and
Engel were tried and hanged. It is
generally ac~pted that this execution was a frame-up, intended
to curb the militancy of the workers.
The AFL, at its convention in St.
Louis in December 1888, decided
on a nationwide strike for the 8hour day, to take place on May 1,
1890. The re-constituted Second
International, meeting in Paris in
1889, declared that same day, May
1, 1890, as an international day for
struggle for the 8-hour day. This
action followed the reports of the
American delegates about their
battles for that demand. The American origin of May Day is clear.
The above information, and the
subsequent history of the Ameri-

tion, on the few examples of featherbedding.
Our political leaders, like Reagan, go al I-out to back Solidarity,
in Poland. But his Administration
systematically smashed the air
controllers union and carried out
an eight-year assault on the labor
movement in the United States.
They, and their successors in
Washington, are blind to the fact
that there is a direct link between
the mounting problems in our social
structure and the continued assault on unions and worker's rights.
What a pity. Labor unions could
be a most useful agency in the
changes and restructuring that must
come about in our country. As I

see it, if our country's leaders had
vision they would stri11e to build
up, not to destroy the labor move.; ,
ment. And that goes for leaders in
industry, • as well. The prevailing
idea in management is be more
competitive, in both domestic and
international markets, but cutting
wages and salar.ies and reducing
the work force. That makes labor
the scape-goat. But the malaise is
elsewhere in the industrial and
business process.
A word about corruption in the
labor movement. Of course a good
deal of it does exist. It is naive, I
maintain, to expect the union leaders to be immul)e to the pervasive
deterioration in the ethics prac-

ticed in business and in poiitics.
Fred Wertheimer, president of
.flomrhon-->Cause ~·says the way
business is conducted in Washington is "legalized, institutionalized
corruption.• He adds, "It used to
be that influence peddling was
hidden because people thought it
was unacceptable. Now it's a
formal part of the system." Such
pernicious trends in our society
give "legitimacy" to bribes, kickbacks and sweetheart contracts in
the unions.
What we need in our country is an
infusion of the spirit of "one for all
and all for one" which moved
American workers· to give birth to
May Day.

Letters

Bias And Truth
Dear Editor:
I would like to give you some
budget and line item information- Return your professional training
line item because I feel you deserve to go back and learn what
malice means. The reason why I
say this is because of your scheduling of Ms. Ruch to cover the
candidate speeches. The only bad
was myself. She said that "Mr.
Davila did not touch on how he
would handle the funded groups.•

This is a blatant lie, as I have
witnesses to this and people have
approached me to say that it is not
true. The main reason she should
nothavecoveredthespeecheswas
that last year she ran against me for
Junior Class President and lost.
Also the endorsement of Mr.
GreenforV.P.ofStudentOrg. This
was aJoke ~ause Mr. Green is
secon In command of the paper.
I feel that in the proceeding you
shou Id have not stepped down,
but given no endorsement because

it is called "personal interest.•
Let's not forget Mr. Green stating two lies in the paper that were
printed as truths. Mr. Green has
not served 2 years as a class rep, as
this was observed by myself when
he quit council last year. He only
served this year for one semester.
Maybe you should check into things

should have listened more closely
to the taped interview.
Mr. Editor I would like to remind you of the paper's position
on this campus; it is one of quality
and trust Don't ruin it. Next year
return your line item of professional training and also go to your
Webster's and look up the defini-

before you print them, Mr. Editor\
I noticed in the paper that only

tion of ma\\ce. aecau- \n \.he
Election Edition of the Indy, there

two of the six committees were
listed in the question and answer
section of the paper. Maybe you

wasn't an absence of malice.

John Davila
President, Class of '90

Cheap Campaign, Press To Blame
Dear Editor,

per - 2nd in command). Yet, it did
I am writing this letter because not. It supported Tom Green. SurI feel that the information it con- prise! Surprise! It should be noted
tains is of extreme importance to that the "endorsement decision was
the entire student body. On Tues- not taken lightly.• Mr. Green was
day, April 18th, and the few weeks endorsed because of his "abunprior to the elections for Student dance of experience in the funded
Org. executive positions, I was groups that Student Org. repreunfortunate enough to witness what sents, and Student Org. commitI consider to be the ultimate in tees as well." Let's look into Mr.
"sleazy" campaigning. This route Green's "abundance of experience."
was undertaken by President-Elect I was present atthe council meetChris Reinmuth, Vice-President- ing when Tom was appointed as a
Elect Tom Green, and their Student Org. representative. This
respective campiagn workers. Their was atthe beginning ofthis semes"dirty" deeds are rather numerous, ter - Spring '89. However, Mr.
so I shall enumerate them for clar- Green stated, both during candiity.
date speeches and in the Inde1) On the first day of legal pendent, that he has "been a reprecampaigning,John Davila, a Vice- sentative on council for 2 years!"
Presidential Candidate, posted flyers Has this semseter been that long?
for his behalf on nu-merous light
3) I did some research, though,
posts throughout the campus. The and found out that Tom was a
following day, he was told by the council representative a year ago.
Vice-President for Student Serv- However, he left this position for
ices that this was against school reasons that I could not find. I was
policy and that they were to be told that he simply resigned. In
removed. Mr. Davila adhered to other words, he quit! Because in
this policy, which is not listed in Webster's Dictionary, the word
the "Election Committee Policy", "quit" is followed by several defiand removed them. However, they nitions in which "to resign" is one
were immediately replaced by flyers of them. Yet, during the lndependsupporting Chris Reinmuth and Tom ent's candidate interviews, when
Green that remained posted until asked, "Have you ever quit any
the polls closed on the 18th. Why position you've held in the pastl, 11
weren't theirs illegal?
Mr. Green replied, "No, I have
2) Every year the Independent not.• Now, if he were asked, "Have
endorses candidates for the execu- you ever 'resigned' from any positive positions of Student Org. It tion ...,• perhaps he'd have answered
was assumed by many that, to truthfully. Then again, perhaps he
avoid the conflict of interest, the wouldn't
4) In addition to inflating the
Independent would abstain from .
endorsing a Vice-Presidential candidacy of Mr. Green with flatCandidate. (Tom Green is the teriog lies, the Independent also
Managing Editor of the Newspa- published an editorial slandering

his opponent, John Davila, with
several paragraphs of half-truths
and untruths. The only solace one
could take with this literary "masterpiece• was that the "Concerned
Alumni" was too yellow to sign
his/her name, lending at least some
discredibility to the letter.
5) Moreover, a very flattering
editorial was printed about President-Elect Chris Reinmuth by Chris
Reinmuth. There was nothing wrong
with this letter, except for the fact
that it was floating around with al I
of the other "garbage•, simultaneously. Coincidence? I think not.
6) Not only were they uncouth
about abusing the "power of the
press", but the Reinmuth-Green
campaign flagrantly broke 5 out of
the 15 candidates Campaign Policies - 1/3 of them! For the sake of
saving space, they are as follows:
Campaign Policy #'s 1,6, 13, 14,
and 15. (A Copy of this policy is
available at Student Org.) Rule
#14, for example, states that "No
physical electioneering shall be
permitted within 100 feet of the
College Center on the day of the
election, and at no time shall posters, flyers, or campaign devices be
allowed with in 100 feet of the College Center. "Yet, the ReinmuthGreen team had people wearing
T-shirts, the gist of which was telling people to "Vote, for Reinmuth
and Green• just outside the College Center doors and within the
cafeteria itselfl
7) Furthermore, isn't it strange
that both Mr. Reinmuth and Mr.
Green supported the "jug-handle
proposal" up until election day when they were suddenly against

it! What do you think their positions will be tomorrow, now that
the polls are closed?
I shall end this here because it
is getting tedious. Let it suffice to
say that the "Unification through
Communciation" team won. It's
obvious how well they can communicate - especially through the
use of the "yellow press,• I mean,
Independent. Nowthatthey are in
office~ assuming that the election
will not be contested, I hope that
the Independent can be used for
constructive communication. For
this goal I have a little suggestion.
While looking over the lndependent's budget, I noticed a line-item
entitled "Professional Training Fee"
that was deleted. I suggest that
Student Org. on its own take a
large portion of its surplus cash,
reinstate that line-item, and allocate those funds to that line item.
Obviously the people in charge of
the April 13th Editorial page and
candidate interviews can use some
professional training.
It's funny, the last Vice-Presidential Candidate that I can
remember being given a piggyback ride into office was Dan
Quayle, who is only representing
our country. However, unfortunate for us, Mr. Green is now
representing us, the students. Mr.
Green is a man of Communication
(talk)- and talk is cheap! In closing
I'd like to congratuate our next
President and Vice-President of
Student Org. for "winning• this
election. Iencourgageall of you to
do the same. After all, they deserve it. Rightl
John Williams

0
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Letters
A Candidate Responds
Dear Editor,
I would like to address the
"yellow" concerned alumn i who
had the wrong angle on some
misconstrued facts, and didn't even .
sign his name.
To the concerned alumnus, I
would like to bring to your attention : I received more than just my
We're Wakefern Food Corporation, the nation's leading retailerowned cooperative, and the wholesale distribution and
merchandising arm for ShopRite Supermakets. With the rapid
addition of new supermarkets and warehouses, a solid financial
picture, and our high standards of excellence, we're 'the logical
choice' for college students on the move.

Sun,mer
Warehouse Workers
We have immediate summer employment opportunities available
for Warehouse Workers in our Elizabeth Distribution Center,
where you'll work in a professional environment for one of New
Jersey's largest employers.

All Shifts Available
Up To $7 .50 Per Hour
Plus Shift Differential
Apply in person:
Monday-Friday • 9 am to 4 pm
Labor Relations Employment Office
Post 2 - Dowd Avenue, Elizabeth, New Jersey

~Wa.lcde1"11

vote from executive board and also
that my executi ve board did not
quit -- two students transfe rred and
one became the treasurer of ISA.
The Lip Sync is on May 10th.
About the Little League, my class
voted it down, not me. The fashion
show; I called three months in
advance to book a date and she

was booked; therefore could not
accommodate the Jr. Class.
So,Mr. Alumnus - the nextti me
you take time to look at the job the
current class officers are doingtake off your one-sided glasses and
maybe you will see that personal
bias will not cloud your vision.

John Davila

Housing's View On Wet/Dry
Dear Editor,
Nobody likes to hear "I told you
so" but since the legal drinking age
was changed to twenty-one, and
when the residence halls limited
alcoholconsumptiontotwobuildi ngs, certain problems surfaced for
the student population and the
administration as well. On one
hand, supporting the right of those
of legal age to consume alcohol;
on the other contending with
abusive behavior resulting from
misuse ci alchohol including drunkenness, disturbances and vandalism. Compounding the issue is the
assignment of 21 year olds with
underage students, the result of a
very severe housing demand, which
creates a sort of caste system of
haves and have nots.
How does the institution work
toward resolving these issues?This
fall, after consultation with various student groups, a new alcohol
policy was implemented at the
college. Over $6,000 has been
collected in alcohol fines in the
residence halls, alone. According
to recent studies, most were the
direct result of underage drinking
in buildings designated as "wet• or
alcohol permitted although some
did occur in dry buildings as well.

Several were from other areas of understand that the institution has
the campus.
a responsibility to uphold the law,
A review of judiciary cases and an educational responsibility
indicated that many roommate to provide programs and standards
problems, and broken friendships that focus on responsible drinking
were the result of disagreements behavior.
Kean College is one of a very
about alcohol from those of age
and those underage. It is unrea- few who still accept this chalsonable to expect some underage lenge. The Student Services Staff
student residing in an apartment does not pretend that problems do
with of age residents to refrain not exist. We are aware that 90%
from consuming alcohol, while the ,of young adults, consume alcohol,
other can have a beer anytime he and some are even heavy drinkers.
What we are attempting to estabwishes.
It is also unreasonable to ex- lish is where alcohol may be conpect any party policy to work ef- sumed responsibly and if probfectiVFily if alcohol is being served lems do occur, they can be conand certain students can, while trolled. The lawnotthe institution,
others cannot, have the right to has split the calll)US into two groups
drink. This administration, has to those who can and those who
take intoaccountwhatoccurson a cannot. On any campus where the
non-rational basis after drinking use of alcohol is uncontrolled, and
and should either address or limit whether there is no real accountathe situation.
bility for behavior resulting from
Alcohol is very well accepted abuse, there can be no hope for
in our society. In many ways, a changing attitudes.
student's drinking pattern has been
Just as the Pub will continue to
well established prior to hisenter- allow consumption of alcohol to
ingcollege.lftheinstitution makes the responsible of age popou lation
a decision to allow alcohol for so too will residence halls.
those of legal age, then it also has
How the of age students handle
an obligation to say where it can their responsibility remains to be
be consumed and set limits.
seen. Hopefully they will.
Those not of legal age must
111.obert E. Mas\o

~On1heMove

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H
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CCB Picnic ...Who Forgot The Ants?
By Dave Januzzi
Spring was in the air last Thursday, April 20, and the "Let's blow
off class" attitude was most prevalent during the Annual CCB AllCollege Picnic. Held from 12 noon
until 6 pm across from the tennis '
courts outside the College Center,
approximately a few hundred
h'ungry savages stood on a fortyminute line to munch on burgers,
franks, and watermelon. Thirsty
frisbee players gulped massive
amounts of soda while others
lounged on the grass and watched
the performances of four bands
that day. They included, "No
Discipline," "House of Assembly,"
"Flashbacks," and "Sneaks Noise,"
the winner of ''The Battle of the
Bands." Playing mostly rock and
jazzy-style tunes, they entertained
the crowd for a good portion of the
afternoon.
While most students were aware
of the picnic, some commuters
and off-campus residents were not
A student in one of my classes

inquired," There was a picn ic -WHENm" However, enough of
Kean's student body showed up
and did devour the amount of food
served. One personJ who asked
not to be identified said, "It's
ridiculous to wait this long for a
burger and a coke," and when I
caught up with him later he was
stuck with a burnt hotdog, some
flavor of Coke he didn't like, and
got hit in the head with a frisbee.
'Well, nothing new," he said, "I
mean what do you want for free??"
The lighter side of the day was
spent throwing CCB frisbees. Some,
during the band breaks, shot some
hoops and brushed up on tennis
and lacrosse ski Ils. A perfectspri ng
day was highlighted with good
friends, good cheer, and a great
picnic due to CCB. As 6:00 rolled
around, the bands, the crowds,
and the barbecue aroma drifted
away as another picnic drew to a
close. One junior student from
Rogers Hall commented, "It would
. have been better if they (CCl3

Kean Choir In Concert
On Friday evening, May 5th at
8:00 P.M., the Kean College Choir
will present a concert in the Wilkins Theater on its Union campus.
The ·program, entitled "" Beloved
Choruses," will include works by
Faure and Brucker sung in French,
Latin and German, as well as folk ·
songs and spirituals sung in English.
The forty-voice chair is under

the direction of Stephen Allcock o,
Cranford, a Juilliard graduate and
former music directo• of the Church
of St. Cecilia Choir in New York
City.
The program will also feature
pianist Michael Malisoff of Elizabeth and soloists from the Kean
College Voice Division. Admission is free, and the public is cordially invited.

members) passed the soda down
the line before we got our food,

then it would run much smoother
and more efficient in the future.

But overall, he said, ''this was kind
of one big arty for everybody!"

'

""

Students enjoying the all college picnic. Were
you there?
Photo by Lourdes Canizares

"No Discipline" performing at the all college
picnic.
Photo By Lourdes Canlza-

'89 Masters Thesis Exhibition

Fine Arts graduate students of
Kean College will present their
Masters Thesis Exhibition at the
James Howe Gallery beginning
April 17. The group includes artist
and working in a wide variety of
media, including etchings, ceramics, cast si Iver scu Iptures and computer-designed paintings.
The two printmakers in the show,
Fran Krimsky of East Brunswick
and Kris Salvic of Warren, will
exhibit works completed in the
intaglio process. Krimsky's series
features aqua tints and embossings
inspired by creatures found in unusual and unexpected surroundings. Salvic's prints relate the subtle
interplay of towns, shapes and
textures in realistic and abstracted
images.
The ceramic sculptures represent two different approaches to

the use of clay. Amedeo Salamon i,
Jr. of Elizabeth departs from a
functional, objective goal with his
use of Raku, the ancient Japanese
process of low fire crackle glazes.
Elizabeth Thackeray of lselin forms
natural representations of amphibians, crustaceans, and mammals in
terra cotta and white clay bodies
with non-traditional glaze.
Also on view will be works by
silver craftsman, Gary Schain of
lselin. Schain creates intricate,
wearable objects, as well as, hinged
boxes, that are made through the
lost-wax method of casting.
To complete the multi-faceted
show, painter Margaret O"Reilly
of the Menlo Park Terrace section
of Woodbridge will present black
and white, hard-edged, geometric
images that are influenced by computer-generated visuals.

The show will run from April
17 through May 25. The public is
invited to a reception for the artists
on April 23 from 2 to 4 pm. The
gallery is located in Vaughn-Eames
Hall. The exhibition will be open
Monday through Thursday 10 am
to 2 pm and 5 to 7 pm, Friday 1 0
am to Noon. On Tuesday evenings, gallery talks will be given
by the artists.
Selected pieces from the show
will beonviewduringthesummer
at the Schering-Plough Galleries
in Kenilworth. The group exhibition is made possible by the generosity of the Graduate Student Coucil
and the Schering-Plough Corporation.
For further information, please
contact l.ara Cohan, Fine Arts Dept.,
Kean College of New Jersey, (201)
527-2307.
.

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
ARMYROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, confidence, and
decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies.

"For more information, call Capt.
Kenific at Seton Hall University
(763-3078) and take our Challenge."
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Mudhoney Superfuzz Big Muff
by Rob O'Connor

Date(s)
4/27
4/28
4/28
4/29

4/29
5/4
5/5
5/5-6
5/10
5/12
5/18

Acts
Meatloaf
Eric Burdon
Zebra
Cinderella,
Winger, &
Bullet Boys
Graham Parker
Humble Pie
John Eddie
Head bangers
Ball
Warrant
Stray Cats
Foghat

Place

On-Sale

FM Station, NJ
Stone Pony, N.J.
Streets, N.Y.
Nassau Coli., NY

Now
Now
Now
Now

Stone Pony, NJ
FM Station, NJ
Stone Pony, NJ
Felt Forum, NYC

Now
Now
Now
*Now

Studio 1, N.J.
The Ritz, N.Y.C.
FM Station, N.J.

Now
*Now
Now

Key:

Led Zeppelin's still a religion in
high schools across America. Tell
'em Jimmy Page was a sloppy guitar
player or Robert Plant was an
adequate singer who sucked up on
his own hippy pretensions and
you're likely to get a boot in the
mouth. Zep were the most overrated band of their day but then it's
hard not to be when anyone old
enough to form a half-baked opinion champions you as a Godhead.
Zep had monstrous potential but
since high school kids were willing to swallow junk like the demos
on Physical Graffiti, Page and Co.
coasted, eventually releasing The
Song Remains the Same, a tedious
movie with a boring soundtrack
(c'mon 27 minutes of Dazed and
Confused?" zzzz). But they had
their good points, when they put
pretension aside and kicked out
the jams.

Metallica's the Zeppelin of the
B0's, l'mtold.Ofcoursetheyhave
their own identity but if comparisons are to be made, Zeppelin's it.
l'mnotsurewhy. I'm afraid its got
something to do with their serious
intent, lengthy dissertations on
pseudo-reaf subjects, and the unswerving allegiance from millions
of fans. Which is a shame cuz in
the B0's the one thing we need
now more than ever is a Band.
One that rocks and mocks convention without resorting to strict
political codes or elongated flatuence; we need what Lester Bangs
called "the Party.•
Which iswhyMudhoney'snew
Lp. Superfuzzligmuff, on the Seattle based Sub-Pop label is such a
great piece of wax. It kicks. It
grinds. It shouts lurid sexisms from
the Stones holy grail and frames if
with loud, trash production stolen

clear off the tooges Funhouse Lp.
Combine the swagger of Guns and
Roses wih the authority of Metallica, pump in the Stooges, Stones
and Captain Beefueart's Mirror Man
blues, and you got Mudhoney.
l'mconvincedtheywon'tcatch
o,. They're like the Stooges, too
pure,too uncute, too abrasive. And
they ain't metal. Only metal heads
form a cu~t large enough and devoted enough to break a band big
on its own terms (i.e. Metallica).
Catching on, however, isn't
nearlyasimportantassayingw at
you mean and Mudhoney is good
atthat. Like any good scuzz-band,
Mudhoney couples their lack of
taste with an ability to use it positively. Take these soul survivors to
heart: "Jesus take me to a higher
place/I'm in "n" out of grace."
Even if it weren't backed by the
grungiest explosion possible, it'd
(Continued on Page 9)

- • = Possible Sold-Out Event
The new one from GREAT WHITE entitled, Twice Shy,
is now available in most stores ... lt looks as though
Steve Vai will in fact be joining the crew of WHITESNAKE, however there is no word on how long this relationship will last and seeing as how DAVID LEE
ROTH is presently looking into his acting career it
could turn into a long-term deal...Coming up on May
20th is going to be a benefit concert at STUDIO 1 in
North Newark which will feature: BRITNY FOX,
ROUGHHOUSE, and many others. The event wil1 be
hosted by MlV 1s Adam Curry and the net proceeds
will go to the People for Animals organization. This is
going to be a great night and it's for a great cause as
well...The answer to last week's trivia question is:
Chrissie Hyooe, James Honeyman-Scott, Pete Farndon,
and Martin Chambers were the original PRETENDERS.

STAYING CLOSE
mCOLLEGE

THIS SUMMER?

1990 Prospective Graduates
Seniors who are eligible for January, May or August, 1990 graduation must
submit the REQUEST for Graduation Application to the Office of the Register. The
request card is available at the 1st floor service counter in the Administration
Building, Evening Office, Academic Advisement and major department offices.
Upon receipt of the request, a formal 11Application for Graduationw packet will
be mailed to the Senior.

Deadlines for return of •Request":
April 14, 1989 for January, 1990
September 15, 1989 for May, 1990 graduation
February 1, 1990 for August, 1990 graduation

Deadlines for submission of "Graduation Application":
June 1, 1989 for January, 1990 graduation
Nove,:nber 1, 1989 for May, 1990 graduation
March 15, 1990 for August, 1990 graduation
If the above deadlines are met, your graduation application will be evaluation
prior to Add/Drop registration of your final semester.

Meet the two toughest cops in town.
One's just
a little
smarter than
the other.

JAMES

If you are staying in the UNION COUNTY area this
summer, and looking for a job that will look good on your
resume, consider being a FLOATING TELLER at United
Jersey Bank . We will provide the valuable training and
experience you need to start building a career in finance.
Immediate rewards are $6.67 per hour to start, more if you
bring previous teller experience with you. As part of our
team , you will join an $11.5 billion leader with 250 officesand growing!
To qualify, you must have an enthusiastic, customerservice personality, good mathematical aptitude and
interpersonal skills . Transportation is necessary to travel
within the branch system in UNION COUNTY.
If you are able to work from late May into Labor Day, we
invite you to speak with a recruiter on May 2 about this
opportunity. Openings are limited in number, so hurry over!
(If you are unable to attend, and would like more information ,
please call (609) 243-4026.)

H(■ United jersey

BELUSHI

K-9
AND INTRODUCING
JERRY LEE AS HIMSW

,GORDON COMPANY~ ,ROD D•fil
"K·9" MEL HARRIS i SIBVEN SIEGEL
l SOOIT MYERS ~ Mllfil GOODMAN
~ SIBVEN SIEGEL: DONNA SMITII
~ IAfflNCE GORDON1~

CHARIR5 GORDON ~ RODD•
AllNl\'ER.W.RE!IAIE o,.u..,..on11t1nN:

The fast-moving bank®
4365 Route 1 South CN5284 Princeton , NJ 08543
Equal Opportunity Employer MIF/HIV

OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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·Etc.

The Class
of1989
Presents:

by Christopher Burns

Trivia

SENIOR PROM 189
to be held on

How many hotdogs and hamburgers were consumed at last
weeks C.C.B. picnic?
last weeks Trivia Answer:
Drill Sergeant Tumi.
Quote of the Week:
"I'm tired, I've got a lot of work
to do, I've got a lot on my mind,

MAY 5TH
l!;V' ... u:l
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Mudhoney: Music Without C,~µ~~.ie~~e 1

1

Th e)~1arriott Hotel

Park Ridge, New Jersey
Remaining bids will be sold,
first-come, first served:
Through April 28
Semi-Formal Attire
Tickets Available in the Student Center
Sponsored by Stud. Org. & Class of 1989

my classes are driving me crazy,
What do you think?
and I'm ready to drop out of this
What's lowest on the evolucollege(" complained a resident tionary ladder?
freshman on Monday night.
a. leeches
b. male strippers
Joke of the Week:
"Elections for what?" inquired
c. blood worms
an obviously well informed stud. female strippers
dent walking across campus last
Gripe of the Week:
Tuesday when approached by a
The future of Rogers Hall.
Student Org. ca11didate.

(Continued from Page 8)

legendary. Crap like this happens all the time with Mudhoney.
Out of six tunes, five are Nirvana
bound, leaving orny "mud ride" in
a morta1 zone. But I wasn't happy
with just me liking it. I played itto
a half-dozen friends and one by
one they demanded tapes so they
too could "spread the word.• All
went well till I played it for Dave,
a friend on mine who "understands" politics. He felt it lacked a
message and seemed retrograde
with all the sexism. So I told him
"the Party'' theory.
He shrugged "I don't know if
the party theory is such a great
virtue. You'd be better off if you
be

letthebandexpressthetheoryand
then decide if you agree. Rather
than find some half-ass band and
apply your theory.•
"But the Party line is Mudhoney's
theory. Doncha think it rocks?" I
asked him, heading for safe and
obvious ground.
"Well, Yeah, sure but nowadays we need more than just rock;
we need social relevance."
I don't know about you but
with all the diseases, threats of
nuclear annihilation, and political
bullshit hitting the fan, I think it'd
be nice if, for once, I could sit
down with an album that's loud
and obnoxious without hearing
about (a) how bad everything is

and b) what Satan's up to lately.

So, no~, I don'tthinkMudhoney
should develop a social conscience.
When I'm in the mood to know
what naive Iittle songwriters th il'lk
about the world situation, I'll be
sure to dig up Metallica, Michele
Shocked and Billy Bragg. But for
now, since I can't handle the technical production perfection of Guns
'N Roses, I'm gonna sit down, put
theseeoonhighandletMudhoney
spill its grunge all over me. Cuz
tonight I'm having a party.
Mudhoney Ep's and 7" are
available at L.eftside Records, Union,
Pier Platters, Hoboken or directly
from Sub Pop P.O. Box 20645
Seattle, WA 98102.

~:::::::::::::::::::::---;--=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-==-=-------------------------------------,
There are onJy 2 issues of the Indy left
this semester!

Gonna miss usl
Why not join usl

''No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes.,,

The Independent
CC115
353-0174
You can help us make

Fall '89 our best
semester ever!
Resumes, Papers and Theses
Professionally Typed and Printed
• Resumes and papers are printed on high quality paper
using state•of•lhe•an laser printers.
• Several types of paper are available, each carefully
selected for ~·s spedic texture, weight and color.
• Spelling and punctuation are checked.
• Free disk storage is available for future revisions.
!Wsumes:
• A complete set of typefaces are available for creating
a 'look' ranging from avante·garde to Wall Stleet.
• Mailing lists can be generated for individualized cover
leners and address labels.
Papers:
• Complete sets of plt>lishing typefaces are utilized for
properly displaying text, footnotes, bbliographies,
indexes and graphs.
• Mathematical formulas are properly displayed.

Frodo Enterprises
Union, NJ • (201) 352-2963
Ask for Gary, if not in, please leave message

GET AN
EARLY START
ON YOUR CAREER
Gain Experience
That Lasts A Lifetime
Call Us Today
For That Perfect
Summer Job! ~
As a KELLY Temp
You Will ...
• Earn Good Pay
• Work At Leading
Companies
• Receive FREE Training
If You Qualify
CLERICAL
ACCOUNTING
SECRETARIAL

DEJCRT,!>C,WP
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL DIVISION

UNION..............................688-5533

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone~
If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

-AT&T
--

The right choice.
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es
s.
Los Angeles
$99 roundtrzp

Phoenix
$99 round/rip

Denver
$99 roundtrip

Chicago
$99 round/rip

Seattle
$99 round/rip

Miami
$99 round/rip

I

Aspecial offer for students,

only for American Express®
Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American

Express®Card.
·
Because now you can ta~e advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor full-time
students who mrry the Amerimn Express Card
Travel privileges that offer:
.,~
Two $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to many of
NORTI-IWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAl RLI NES
we~t in the contiguous 48 United States.
LOOK ro us
Only one .ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
Specia,l Quarterly NorthuxJst Destination Diswunts
throughout 1969-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous .48 United States or Canada-upon

enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
GPtting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you' re still in
school.
Apply now. Fly later
-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX _
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between
~ cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00) .
SERVICES Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
~,.,, Amencan E......, company
mail. © 1989 A}'nerican Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
■
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ByToddF.Brugmans
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Lax Cats-Tonight is the night The
Indians get scalped!! Good Luck!!

Randy K. Like to get to know you
better! Can't keep my eyes off ya.

INDEPENDENT

To All my Awesome Friends-Thanx
for making this the best Birthday
I've ever had. I Love you guys!
Especially you Melis, you're the
BEST- Love,Am

Politics
Nike B.-1 love your rippling biceps
• ankee F~awrd~y Aprjt J $r was as
you throw a baseball. Wanna
the best night of my life and here's
to many, many more Oriole Fan

The Guy With The Rose Words
just can't express how I feel for
you. Life is a whole lot brighter
now that you're in it! The Blushing

slide into home on a squeeze play
from third? Meet me on the tennis
courts and wear your red bandana. Hugs and Kisses, Melissa

Teller

Maureen-Hope the scouts know
talent when they see it. Wear those
shin guards! Eddie

Greg Trowbridge-We cordially

To Damaris, Roxy, and Berkis-

invite you to sample the food at
Taco Bell. Who cares about those
relatives? Mrs. Sammy Stucey

Good Iuck in the paegant and let's
get Damaris some kind of hobby,
ok? Love, Karen

Jim Let's get it straight, no nature

To Damaris-So I heard you liked

weaves, no root canals, just life
with me I How's that? Lease

that brother from Trenton, ahh!

Sandy-There's not a day that goes
by that I don"t think about you. If
you'd give me a half a chance I'd
show you how I Really feel about
You. Love, PC

To My Sisters of Lambda Theta
Alpha-You guys are great. Let's

Laurie(2), Melis-Thanx for every-

To Elias-Thanks for being there

From You Know Who

have fun during Latin Festival Week.
With Respect, Unity, Love, and

K.O. "E"

thing guys! Where would I be (sleep) whenever I need you. You are a
without you? Love You! C.P.S._ true friend. Love, K.O.

Wanna buy some candy?
Jiz-l've got FUDGE! Pepperidge
Farm! Oh god! Care for Carvel?
Ahhh, is that a Trans Am? Go
faster!

Dan-Thanxfor putting up with my
anxiety and B.S. for the last couple
of Weeks. I'm sorry and! love you.
TeeHee
A few more weeks to be complete, a few more nights to be
with GREEKS, a few more times
for us to say. . . We've loved
GREEK DAYSIII

l\ic:h-How did Bull Durham end?
How about a second chance?

Raphael-Thanks so much for inviting us! We had a great time. Love,
Danielle and Lisa

Torn and Chris-Congratulations on
your victory, it was well deserved!!

terhood Know-It-All
My Little Nurse- Thanks for taking

Denise- Eatthecorn chip.So what

care of me. I love you, but you still
can't have a snake. Maybe a puppy.

Guys-You're Rebels thru and thru.

To The Tau Brothers at the PLANS
Weekend-Thanks for making it such

Egda-Howwas the package, Love,
Us

a memorable weekend! "Good
Times; Now That's A Fire!!" Love,
The Girls

Over the river and thru the woods

Dear Michelle with 2 L's - Hi
babel I can'twaituntil next semester when we have math together.
You better tutor me-for free! L&S,

Debbie
Dear Karen - Next semester you
BETTER party with me in the pub
on Thursday nights! I love ya, hon!

an orgy or was it a slumber party?
Was the GOAT included?The Not
So Innocent One Peg and the GOAT.
Check-Mate. Chuck Wollery

Dear Deana - I'm sorry your life
stinks right now. I'll cheer ya up,
you can borrow my meal card PSYCH! L&S, Debbie

Eileen-A few more'Neeks and you're
outta here! Only a few more weeks
for us to party. l;'m going to miss
you! Jackie

To Baby- I'm glad we got off to a
great start. I hope our friendship
lasts forever. Love Always, D.B.
Baby

Big R - At least you'll get more
sleep than I wi II next semester!
Besides, you're still my best buddy.
Beers are on me. Squirt

Crust~Where'd you get that breath?

Sigma Phi

Scott G.-History has never been

310 - Do you want dessert? - 309

more exciting since the first time I
met you. P.S. Love your drawings

tofollow. Yourguidancehasbeen
appreciated. Chris

Mike-Way to do the ""funky cold

To The Wizard of Oz Cast-Thanks
for all your hard work and time.
You guys were great! Love and

Medina"" on that dance floor. Wild
Thing! Love, Paula and Laura

Sisterhood. The Good and Bad
Witches

Nu Sigma Phi-Congratulations! 50
years at Kean College Brotherhood,

H.H. Thanks for an incredible
weekend, it was the best ever! I
love you so much. Love, G.W.

Sigma Beta Tau
Rick (from P.L.A.N.S. weekend)Thanks a lot for listening on Tuesday night. I really needed someone to talk to before I went stir
crazy. Thanks again. P.S. Here's
your personal! Looks like everything's going to be ok.

Michelle (with 2L's)
G.W. Things always work out for
the best! It was an awesome week~
end!! We wiil have to do it again,
soon. I love you always and forever! H.H.

to Will's house we go; Egda knows
the way-she won't let us stray; thru
the dark and muddy road. Oh ...
Where's Daren? Sleeping thru a
workshop! Where's Jerry? Who
Knows!!
Donna-What has he that I've not?
You'll not regret if you give me a
try. My fet feel much better! Curly
From Chorus
Jay-It was a nice weekend, don't
you think? Let's NOT just leave it
at that. Air

To The SHOKA Cabana Crew-It
was one long weekend but I'm
glad I met you guys. Watch out for
all the spiders at Stokes Forest!
Love, Coca Cabana Christine

Brothers of Nu Delta Pi-It was a
blast. Let's here it for the lushes.
AH RULES!!! Scoop

Ralph-I had a great time at the
beach party! Jennifer
Nu SiFa Phi-You guys are great!
Rho Sigma Chi
Babycakes-Happy 21st Birthday! I
hope you have a lot of fun this
year. Happy Anniversary and I love
you! Always and Forever! Lots of

Love Honeybare
* * * * * *
The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion. The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifically name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibility for whatever inferences
readers make. No Personals with 35
words or more will be accepted. If

you would like to submit a per•
sonal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personal-. author's

,1ame and phone #. Without either
of these, the personal will not run.

Weekly Crossword Puzzle
Last Week's Solution

1 Restricted
6 Tossed
11 Automobile's
home
12 Lodger
14 Paradise
15 Separate
17 Diphthong
18 Cloth measure
19 Once more
20 Piece out
21 Compass point
22 Gymnastic feat
23 Winter vehicle
24 Landed
properties
26 Bridges
27 Word of sorrow
28 Close
29 Bread maker
31 Leanest

Riper - Yes, you are a very bad
influence on me (in every way) but
I love every minute of it. Benz

McGraw- You're not silly, you're
Delaware Bound- Hope you don't

just crazyll! Am I complaining?

get the job. Delaware is a long
commuteformetocomevisityou.
Good Luck! Syracuse Bound

Benz
Riper - I hope you enjoyed your
cake... and you ate it too?? Benz

Murky - If I see any more movies,
my eyes are going to pop out of my
head. Only kidding! See you next
time at the late night video club. -

Teddy - Nice Lip! When are you
gonna be able to kiss again? Freddy

Erk

Indy Election Winners - Congrats
on your victories. Don't let me
down next year. The world may
depend on it. The Man Behind The

Chris - Whaddya mean, it's past
last call? I want another beer, damn
it! Eric

Debbie-Well here it is, are you
happy now? Don't give up! I know
you can do it! No more cancer
sticks yeah! Love ya lots! L&S,

Forget Love••• Go For Lust!!

Mike-Great job as President.
Awesome party! Brothers of Nu

raine and Diana

if it's Blue, it's good!

Love, Sick Sailor

ACROSS

were Awesome! It took a lot to get
up there and do that. Thanks so
much! Love and Sisterhood, Lor-

ki Iler ducks, kalidascope, burritos
the blue organic corn chips seasoned with sea salt, the psychedelic van, the bonfire and the onz,
Paula heyhey ... Dude

Dan-I think someone is looking at
your package, WHAT A PACKAGE.

into the O.T. program. I knew you
could do it! Love and Eternal Sis-

L&S, Debbie

Tom - You're gonna be a tough act

Toi:>orothy and Tinman-You two

Here's to-Billy the friendly goat,

Will IS GOD and Martha is Queen

Girls on Peer Weekend:
EC,CK,CL,DK,SR, and AC-Was that

Nu Sigma Phi-Thanks for the party!
You guys are great. Omega Sigma
Pai

Tom-! knew you could do it! Good
luck next year. Love, Your Campaign Manager

To Burch 609-Party hard guys!
Awesome party!

Smarty Pants-Congrats on getting

Burch 609-Thanks for the party.

PEX
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Desk

. . __

COWGE PIIESS SBMCl

34 Poems
35 Brief
36 Chaldean city
37 Paid notices
38 Evade an
obligation
39 Baker's product
40 Compass point
41 Shift
42 Temporary beds
43 Marine snail
45 Runs away to be
married
47 Narrow, flat
boards
48 Portions of
medicine
DOWN

1 Dippers
2 City in Russia
3 Container
4 Symbol fo silver

D E E
AGR

-=-+-:-+=,-+-:--

R A M
ALE

BOA
I B E T
T I

5 Alliances
6 Characteristic
7 Musical
instrument
8 Decay

9 Printer's
measure
10 Enfeeble
11 Web-footed
birds
13 Loom devices
16 Shallow vessels
19 Essence
20 Raise the
spirit of
22 Transactions
23 Gush out
25 Seizes
26 Voracious fish
28 Frolicked
29 Brag
30 Snakes
31 Part of leg
32 Retinues
33 Lock of hair
35 Keeps clear of
38 Discharged a
gun
39 Head of
Catholic
Church
41 Music: as
written
42 Race of lettuce
44 Negative prefix
46 Behold!
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AA Meeting
Every Tuesday at 1:40 p.m.
Call Hotline for location at
527-2330 or 527-2360
Catholic Mass

WHAT ARE YOU RECEIVING
IN FINANCIAL AID FOR 1989-90?
AWARDS WEEK MAY 1-5

Students who have submitted all required
forms to the Financial Aid Office may
come in, by appointment, to have awards
processed for the 1989-90 academic year.

Every Sunday

7 p.m. Downs Hall

Sponsored by:
Catholic Student Org.

KEAN CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
MEETING

Room B

ENRICH YOUR EDUCATION
and

EVERY TUESDAY AT 1:40 PM
IN ROOM J-135. (I.V.C.F.)

GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
through a

WASIUNGTON, D.C. INTERNSHIP
in

ALL MAJOR F1ELDS

APPLICATIONS FOR:

and

CAREER AREAS
fflE WASIUNGTON CENTER
1101 Fourteenth Street, N.W.

SUMMER '89 FINANCIAL AID

Washington, D.C. 20005

HONOR SCHOLARSHIP '89-90

(202)-289-8680
All faculty and students are invited to seek further information on this credit earning full semester or summer
program, including the possibility of tuition waivers, from Dr. Howard Rubin (T-115; 527-2413).

- REFLECTIONS ON LIFE
Photography Exhibition
April 17-28, 1989

FOREIGN STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP '89-'90
NOW AVAILABLE IN THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE.

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP I: $500
(Student entering a graduate program)

Requirements:
•Undergraduate alumnus of Kean
•Incoming Graduate Student
(Must be admitted for Fall 189)
• Undergraduate academic excellence

Gallery Hours:
M-Thurs. 10-2 and 5-7
Fri 10-12

• Recommendations from 2 faculty members

STUDENTS OF PATT BLUE

FINE ARTS DEPT. OF KEAN COLLEGE
La Vern Bucknor:

What Is Life Without You?

Joanne Murphy:

Life Goes On

Carolyn Muscle:

A Time & A Place

Ellen Stark:

In Remembrance
The James Howe Student Gallery
Vaughn-Eames Hall Lobby
Kean College of New Jersey
Union, New Jersey

The Epsilon Epsilon Omega Honor Society is sponsoring an Induction Ceremony on May 3, 1989. We are
saluting the students who successfully achieved a semester G.P .A. of 3.0 or higher for Fall, 1988. These
students are recognized for their outstanding strive for academic excellence.
Jacinto Abreu
Maritza Albarran
Reginald C. Anderson
Richard A. Atkins
Wanda Ayala
Deidra Baker
Yogesh Behausar
Karen Ben'Ary
Rozellia Bennett
Cheree M. Berry
Nivia Binett
Carletta L. Brooks
Margaret Brown
Janice Burchala
Mari Can
Mercede Candelario
Michele Candito
Maria Canela
Michael Capizzano
Joaquin Del Carmen
Ian S. Carter
Michele G. Casazza
Virginia Castellanus
Berkis Castro
Patricia Castro
Ziyad J. Chanim
Wankam Chiu
Derrick Clemons
Karen A. Coleman
Luz Cuartos
Clementina Cupillari
Caroline E. Davis
Alvaro De Dios

Catherine Delarlo
Lucy Dipini
Trung D. Do
Eric Drew
lsolina Fernandez
Martha Garcia
Martin Garcia
Lisa A. G_eorge
Mayra Giles
Rochelle Gillian
Nelson Gonzalez
Tawana Graves
Ralph M. Guma
Lien Dang Ho
Thela R. Hosten
Hortencia E. Jacome
Suze Joseph
Beverly Kirnon
Maureen Knight
John Edward Lalama
Donna Latorre
Kevin Laudadio
Carlos Lopez
Robert Lopez
Dawn Mack
Gilma R. Madera
Melissa Martakis
John D. Mattos
Vanessa Vernette Mciver
Yvette Mendez
Joan A. Miller
Tram H. Mguzen
Cher A. Michaels
Maribel Morales

Linda Morton
Carlos I. Muniz
Adriana M. Munoz
Hoa V. Nguyen
Elizabeth Nieves
Jose L. Nivar
Manuel Nunez
Frank M. thompson
Marcia Tirador
Annette Torre
Karen Valverde
Vijay Verma
Pamela A. White
Donna J. White
Theresa W. Wright
Timothy J. Young
Denise M. Urso
Donna M. Oliveri
Jose Padilla
Percy A. Patel
Joseph Patrick
Denia N. Perez
Jose Perez
Denise Riley
Carmen N. Rivera
Yoselin Riveroa
Anita A. Robertozzi
Lourdes Rodriguez
Arnold D. Roger
Terese Ruzzano
Christina Santos
Alkesh R. Shah .
Banita L. Smith
Annette Suarez

·

•Receiving no other funding

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP II: $500
(Student in 3rd Consecutive semester of graduate
work)

Requirements:
•Undergraduate alumnus of Kean
•Admitted to a graduate program
• In second consecutive semester of graduate work
•Academic excellence
•Recommendations from 2 faculty members
•Receiving no otherfunding
Scholarships are administered by the Office of Graduate Studies. Application deadline is TOMORROW and
applications are available in T-106.
The election for the alternate student member of the Kean
College board of Trustees will take place:
May 1-4, 1989
Qualified applicants are urged to obtain an application form
from the Student Organization Office, College Center, Room 128;
the Council for Part-Time Students Office, College Center - Room
113; or the Vice-President for Student Services Office, Townsend
Hall - Room 122. Applications will be available beginning April 17,
1989. Completed applications must be received in the Office of the
Vice-President for Student Services (T-122) on or before April 28,
1989 at 4:30 p.m.
Matriculated, full-time students with a G.P.A. of 2.5 or higher
are eligible to run for the position (See application material for other
pertinent eligibility criteria). Please note that this is a two-year (2)
position. The successful candidate will serve as the alternate for the
Academic Year 1989-90 and the student representative for the
Academic Year 1990-91.
The election will take place on:
May 1, 2, 3, 4, 1989
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
College Center
and
4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Hutchinson Hall Lobby
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----Campus lntramurals-...ii
CLASSIFIEDS--·
IMPORTANT NOTICE

RfSEARCH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from - all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

EIMlil sqn
q;l~~t;~~2622

Or, rush $2 .DD to: Research Aulstance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025

custom research also available-all levels

PART TiME JOB
Deliveries, shipping, office
cleanup, flexible hours. Must
' work Saturdays, rrust have car,
must have references. 964·11536, ask for Camille.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS
Contemporary N.J. Girls" Resident Camp Seeks Qualified
Staff Who Enjoys Children And
The Outdoors. Specialists Also
Needed: Gymnastics, Mime,
Karate, Drama, Video, A& C,
Dance, Sailing Call (201) 2323236.

Women's Six-way fashion
sock in assorted colors. $5.95
a pair or 2 pair for $10.00. Call
Vincent, 744-4667.

$$$ -- Ride urgently needed
during summer session ... 8:30
AM (or earlier) from Roselle
Park to Kean. Cal Jeame Major
527-1357 (Co-Op Ed). Thank
you.

FOR SALE!!
1987 Toyota Corolla, $6,700.
Excellent Condition. 4-Dr,
Sedan, A/C, Auto, AM/FM, Call
352-4289.

1

Car Regis:~~~-Dlf you can
•
•
identify, call Dana at 355-7239.

LIFEGUARDS NEEDED FOR SUMMER SESSION J UNE 26, 1989 TO
AUGUST 3, 1989 MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 12:00 NOON - 8:00 PM. ·

DEPENDABLE INDIVIDUAL
I
f
•
~
esa e manu actunng Business. No Sales. Very
Flexible Hours Linden Area $9/
HR Call J. Suliga 862-3206

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW IN THE RECREATIONAL SPORTS
OFFICE, EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 122. _

CAR FOR SALE!

AQUATIC AEROBICS NOW BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS POOL

WANTED Whol

1980 Pontiac leMans Station
Wagon in good running condi- .
tion. $450 or best offer. Call'
233-8404.

Ride urgently needed from
Roselle Park to Kean College
at 8.00 a.m. or earlier.. For
Summer Session. Please call
Jeanne Major, 527-2357
Employment Opportunities
Available in the exciting field
of Automotive Retailing. Jus- .
tus Buick, 880 Bloomfield Ave., .
West Caldwell. (201)-226-7878

TUESDAYSANDTHURSDAYS
5:30 PM - 6:30 P.M.

Men's and Women's Sauna
Now Open in the East Campus Locker Rooms
From 10:00 a.m. • 8:00 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs.
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Friday
10:00 a.m. • 2:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday

ADOPTION
LOVING COUPLE WISH TO
SHARE SECURE HOME AND
ALL ADVANTAGES WITH
INFANT UP TO 3 MONTHS
ALL MEDICAL EXPENSES
PAID CONFIDENTIAL CALL
201-647-2472 COLLECT
AFTER 6 PM AND ON WEEKENDS

Counselors (Male)
Group Leaders,
Athletic Specialists:

Positions available at coed
Pocono Mt. sleepaway camp
WORD PROCESSING
to work with 11 -14 year olds.
Term papers? Reports? Resu- Supervise campers, plan promes/cover letters? WE CAN grams, Excellent salary. For
HELP! Satisfaction guaranteed. information call Joan or Gene
FREE pickup/delivery. Word at the New Jersey YM_YWHA
processing training. Student Camps, 201-575-3333.
discount! Imprint Word ProcWORD PROCESSING
essing (201 )-763-0484.
Term papers, theses, resumes,
cover letters, etc. Jet-quality
HAVING A PARTY?
Call Muzik Nonstop for great printing. FREE pickup/delivery.
sounds at a reasonable price. Word processing training. Call
We will play your favorite dance, for student discount! Imprint
Top 40, and rock tunes. D.J. Word Processing. (201 )-7630484.
Helder Rebelo 997-8388
Twenty-Minutes For $5.00
(No,
its not what you're think14k Name Chain. Call 233-2872
ing).
Needed
male students for
after 6:00 p.m.
Thesis Ouestionaire regarding
Father Absence and success.
19" GE Color TV
Call Paul Klein at 463-0242.
Purchased in 1982 for $359, Needed your help. Male stuasking $125, Call Tim 527-2277
dents (Ages 18-30) from sepabetween 9 :00 a.m. -1 1 :00 a.m.
rated, divorce, or father-absent
ramily. Short questionaire to .
be answered.

KARATE CLUB BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS
THE KARATE CLUB IS NOW MEETING
ON THE EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
1:40 PM - 3:00 PM
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM
ANYONE FROM THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY MAY JOIN BRING YOUR
COLLEGE I.D., WEAR COMFORT ABLE CLOTHES, AND ENJOY!

NEW AEROBIC CLASS! INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129

Weight Room Tour and Instruction
Now available to all Kean College students, faculty/staff and administration - personalized, oneto-one instruction on weight training, body building, nutrition, weight loss and weight gain. Instruction is given on Wednesdays between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. only and you must sign up
for an appointment. Call the recreation office at 527-2229 or stop by the East Campus, Room
122.

FOUND

· LSAT

Dr. Blank teaches
8 session personaHzed
LSAT course. In-depth
analysis of question
types plus four full-length
LSATs. Advice.
Reasonable Cost.
Or. Blank 966 • 9054

GET OFF FOR LESS!
Fly as courier - Huge savings
on major airlines: Milan/ Madrid/ ·
Paris/ Rome/ Frankfurt/ Brussels/ Rio/ Santiago/ Buenos
Aires/ Mexico City/ Caracas/
Guatemala/ Hong Kong/
Sydney/ San Juan/ LA/ .Bermuda/Israel & morel NONVOYAGER (212) -431-1616

The Last Issue of

The 1·ndependent
th is semester
.
will be published on
May 11, 1989

WHITEMANITES WIN CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
CONGRATULATIONS TO JOE BECK, JOHN MA'ITOS, MIKE RENDA,
KENNY GORMAN, CHIP WATSON, HARRY CHAMARO, ROJ LECHNER,
LIZ SYVERTSON, DIANE WILLIAMS, BUNNY MAZZEO, DEBBIE HERR,
BRENT FRY, AND PAT DUFFY.
INTRAMURAL CHAMPION SHIRTS HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO ALL THE
WINNERS. THANK YOU JULIE VAN DYKE FOR RUNING THE CO-REC
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT.

Visit the Freshman Center to see an exhibit
representing the cultures of South America. Some of
the articles are from Columbia and Chile. Others
represent the early culture of the Incas and Aztecs.
So stop by any time between the hours of 9-5 p.m. The
display cases are located in the hall of the Freshman
Center an~ in the lobby of the library building.
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data

systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

SU?Er1S;:JCJP1• 2B&

- -- ····--

TM

--

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE
GRE~ PE F

BUY 1HIS LAP 10P AND GET
LAP LINK FOR DOS OR MAC FREE

GREAT PRICE

WITH 1HE NEW BATTERY DRIVEN SUPERSPORT 286™
ZENilH INNOVATES

A~~

ID GET YOUR CAREER ON 1HE FAST TRACK
Compact Lightweight. Yet bursting with 286 desktop speed a·nd power. Operating at 12 MHz with zero wait state
technology. To tackle research, engineering, statistics, architecture and math-intensive classes. That's the new
SuperSport 286 from Zenith Data Systems-today's leader in battery-operated portables.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Zenith Data Systems
200 Meadowlands Parkway
Secaucus, New Jersey 07094
(201) 330-0523

_______________
American Express.VISA. MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted .

?k*'™ data
systems

~

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE JHE NAME GOES ON"

_.

Prices sub"ject to change without notice.
, 1988. Ze nith Data Syste ms

I ,pl111k 1' 1 1s ,1 rt'~i-tmd tr,,dl'mar~ of Trn1t'1111g ~of1\\,1rt
\1.11 1 '' 1, ,1 n•g1stt'rt'd lradt'mark of .\pplt' l'umputm

AOVERTISEMENT PAfD FOR BY ZENITH DATA SYSTEM

.
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Baseball 6-4
in Conference Play

Softball Scores Only
· 2 Runs in 4 Losses

Baseball Team Has 6-1 Week
Takes Over 1st Place in NJAC

And now, it truly appears as
though the Kean College baseball
team is starting to roll. Winning
six of their seven games this past
week, includingfouroffivewithin
the New Jersey Athletic Conference, The Cougars, as of late Sunday night, stood alone atop the
NJAC's South Division standings
·vith a 6-4 conference mark, ahead

of both Glassboro (5-3) and Trenton State (3-3).
"We still have six (conference)
games to go, so anything can
happen,• said a happy Kean head
coach Paul Schwendel, whose
team, entering the week had stood
at only 10-9 overall, and 2-3 in
NJAC play.• But right now, this is
the high point in the season for us.

Hey, we went 6-1 the whole week
and that's pretty good when you
win them all on the road. And•
that's a credit to the team."
Really, it was a great week for
the Cougar team, which began
things with a 15-0 battering of
Allentown on April 19, and concluded things with a doubleheader
sweep of Ramapo, 11-5, 17-4

Four Winter Standouts
Cited by Alumni Association
Four student/athletes who
had outstanding seasons during the recently-concluded
1988-89 winter sports season
at Kean College, were accorded
Most Valuable Player honors
by the school's Alumni Association recently. The honorees
were Herman Alston of Newark for men's basketball, Eleanor
Wykpisz of South River for
women's basketball, Amy
Bowen of Mendham for swimming, and Joe Dasti of Berkeley
Heights for wrestling.
The awards are presented
on an annual basis by the Kean
Alumni Association, an independent organization within
the school that assists -- with
the help of voluntary donations
from former Kean students -the college in providing scholarships and departmental grants.
Alston, a 6-4, 180-pound
sophomore power forward, was
Kean's leading scorer with 736
points in all 29 games for a 25.4
per-game average, and was a
major force behind the Cougars' Eastern College Athletic
Conference (ECAC) Div. 3 N.Y.N.J.
Metro championship.
Wykpisz made her senior season one to remember by dishing out a school record (for
women's basketball) 283 assists in all 29 of her team's
games, a remarkable 9.8 pergame average.
Her steady,
endless display of leadership
helped guide Kean to a seventh
consecutive and unprecedented
New Jersey Athletic Conference
title, and an NCM Div. 3
Atlantic Region playoff berth.
Bowen, one of several freshman i;tandouts on the youthful
Cougar swimming team, was a
key part of Kena 's 10-4 season,
and was one of four Kean swimmers to compete in the ECAC
Conference championships at
Springfield College in springfield, Mass. on March 2-4. And
Dasti rolled to a 38-8 record in
the 118-pound weight class, and
an eventual second-place finish in the Div. 3 national tournament at John Carroll University -- an accomplishment that
made him the first Kena wrestler ever to become a two-time
All-American.
"We're very proud and
pleased to give recognition to
these outstanding young people,"
said Caroline Jolly, the Kean
Alumni Affairs director.

four days laters in Mahwah. A total
offive players-- Brian Chapman of
Garwood, Joe Carter of Bloomfield, Tom Crowley of Deptford,
Jim Wiewiorski of Linden, and Tom
Watts of East Brunswick -- accounted for 55 hits and 24 runs
batted in between them, with Carter
going 11-for-29 with seven RBl's
in particular.
Watts drove in seven runs with
a 9-for-29 effort, which included
a big two-run homer in the top of
the second inning during Kean's62 win at Rutgers-Camden on April
21. And Wiewiorski, while only
going 6-for-29 with the bat, won
two grames from the mound to
stretch his record to 5-1 on the

year. Striking out 11 and allowing
only three earned runs in 13 innings of work -- including a fourinning, one-hit performance against
Allentown - "Ski" was named NJAC
Pitcher of the Week as a result.
Watts also won two games, upping his record to 5-2.
Still, asSchwendel pointed out,
things are far from settled in the
tight NJAC South Division field -especially with the 16-10 Cougars
slated to face Trenton again this
Friday, April 28, and then William
Paterson the very next day. TSC
beat Kean, 6-5, in 11 innings on
April 7 in Ewing, a game that the
Cougars must avenge if they are to
w in the division.

Softball Takes Four of
Nine
The weather has long since butwedidn'tgetenough hitsatthe
cleared up, but the bright, blue right time. Hopefully, that will
skies of late haven't been enough change soon.•
to boost the hitting attack of the
Despite its disappointing week,
Kean College softball team. Hav- Kean did have a couple of heroes
ing played four doubleheaders and nonetheless. Lemchak, a senior
a total of nine games this past frOITI Wayne and a ..,;,.,,_ al .27
week, the Cougars went 4-S dur- games last year, was nothing less
ing that span, collecting only 4£, than sensational this week. Appearing in eight of then ine games,
hits and 24 runs.
Five of the nine games were "Lemon" hurled 54 innings, allowone-run affairs, with Kean drop- ing just 36 hits and nine earned
ping four of them: three 1-0 losses runs. And yet, Lemchak could do
to William Paterson, Monmouth no better than a 2-4 mark at the
and Glassboro State, and a 3-2 same time. One of her losses was
defeat to Glassboro in the second a complete-game effort in the IIgame of last Friday's doubleheader inning setback to Glassboro, and
-- a contest that took 11 innings to another was a complete-game, fivedecide.
hitter in the 1-0 loss to Monmouth.
Behind the five-hit pitching of On another occasion, Lemchak
Janice Lemchak, the Cougars beat ' replaced Sue Stump after one inning
William Paterson, 2-1, in the night- in the opener of the Glassboro
cap of last Tuesday's twin bill in twin bill, and allowed just two hits
Wayne.
-- while striking out eight -- over
"We did have a busy week with the final six frames in what was a
all of those doubleheaders, said no-decision for Lemchak.
Kean second-year head coach
SttJmpf, who went 2-1 with a
Nancy Plantz, whose team is sched- 2.92 ERA in the three games she
uled to play two more twin bills pitched, was Kean 's other standagainst Stockton State and Wagner out during the week. With a 5-5
Colleges this week (April 25 and record on the mound, Stufr4Jf upped
29, respectiveiy). "Vt/e had our her batting average to a team leading
chances to do a lot better than 4-5, .343 .

'89 Basketball
Camp for Boys Set
The third annual Kean College
basketball camp for boys, both on
an individual and team basis, will
be held at two separate times this
summer. Both overnight and day
campers are eligible to attend.
Under the · direction of Kean
men's basketball head coach Ron
Kornegay, the camp's primary
purpose will be to "teach the fundamental skills necessary to improve as a basketbal I player." The
individual camp, open to players
between the ages of 9-18, will be
held from July 24-28; the team
camp, limited to a minimum of
seven players per team of high
school age only, will take place
from August 14-18.
"It'll be two great weeks of
basketball," said Kornegay, a former Al I-American guard and head
coach at Monmouth Col l~ge, who
will be assisted by his Kean assis-

tants, as well as other coaches
from various public schools. "We
want campers to not only improve
as ballplayers, but to learn about
the skills ofthe game in a way that
will be both useful and fun."
In addition to receiving daily
instruction, players will, among
other things, receive a written
evaluation on their progress at the
end of the week. Special trophies,
including one for Most Valuable
Player, will be awarded; every
camper will receive a free T-Shirt.
Overnight campers will stay in
spacious, air-conditioned apartments on the school's main campus. Resident campers should arrive on the Sunday before camp
opens.
Further information is avai Iable
by calling Kornegay at (201) 5272995, or (201 527-2436.

